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HOLLAND FINTECH & DINALOG 

The Logistics & Fintech program is conducted jointly by Holland FinTech and the Dutch Institute for 

Advanced Logistics (Dinalog). The aim of the program is to share knowledge and raise awareness 

on the benefits of technological innovation, especially in finance-related areas, for the logistics 

industry. In addition, our goal is to foster collaboration between both industries, which can mutually 

benefit each other.

As part of the Logistics & Fintech program, we identified existing examples of fintech companies 

working with the logistics industry, or best practices. The goal was to be able to show concrete 

examples of success stories for future collaborations between fintech and logistics companies to build 

upon. That way, logistics companies can see that technology, and fintech in particular, can have 

benefits for their business as of today already. Not only in the future, when these technologies will 

have been adopted on a large scale. Moreover, we aim to show fintech companies that logistics is 

an attractive industry to enter, and that their services are relevant for numerous logistics players.

In Holland FinTech’s diverse ecosystem we found relevant examples of fintech companies having 

worked for logistics companies. Following, Dinalog contacted the logistics company, in order to 

understand the logistics side of the story and confirm that the case was indeed a best practice. This 

process has led to finding several relevant cases from various angles of both the fintech and the 

logistics industries. Enjoy reading the examples and let yourself be inspired by what has already 

been accomplished at the crossing of logistics and fintech. We hope this will let you embrace the 

technology revolutionising logistics and other industries!
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PAYMENT SERVICE FOR BUILDING 

SERVICES PROVIDER

"Buckaroo is easier to set up 
than working with a bank. For 
example only a digital 
signature is needed. This way 
we are able to bill small 
amounts over short periods of 
time. Something like this 
would sometimes cost us as 
much as the invoice amount if 
we used our own 
conventional systems."

Ron Kessels
E-commerce Director, Raab Karcher

Benefits:
 Stable cash flow
 Assess

creditworthiness of
buyers

 Time, money and
effort saved as a
result of automated
process

Raab Karcher is a specialist in building products and 
services. Besides their B2B activities they also serve 
consumers. They had trouble with inefficient invoicing 
for the complementary website services. This service 
helps clients to be better visible online to their 
prospects and clients. This webservice is paid for on a 
monthly basis.

Buckaroo is an Utrecht-based payment service 
provider (PSP) founded in 2005. They are specialised 
in offering next generation payment gateways, 
subscription services and credit management for 
online merchants and corporates. 

Their solution first offers their clients the opportunity to 
reduce credit risk. It also provides an automated 
payment subscription and collecting system. Buckaroo 
allows its clients to collect money from buyers directly 
from their bank accounts, with their permission. 

Buckaroo’s solution can have advantages for both 
LSP’s and their clients. Indeed, it allows both parties to 
save a considerable amount of time and effort, and 
provides LSP’s with more stability in their cash flow.

Using Buckaroo’s solution helped Raab Karcher to 
have a fast, automatic and reliable invoicing 
procedure, and they are very satisfied with Buckaroo’s 
services. 

www.buckaroo-payments.com

Payment service provider

4000+ clients

www.raabkarcher.nl

Building services 
provider

37 retail locations in The 
Netherlands
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INVOICE AUTOMATION FOR WATER 

PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION

earthwater.nl

Selling packed mineral 
water
Based in the Netherlands, 
Dubai & Shanghai

Present in 30 countries

Our invoicing system is now 
automated. This solution 
costs enormously less time 
and money (money comes 
in sooner and less defaults). 
We cannot work without this 
system anymore and can 
recommend it to anyone.

Patrick de Nekker
Founder, EARTH Water

Benefits:
 Cost cutting
 Decreased risk of

error

EARTH Water sells quality mineral water. All of 
their profits are donated to finance water projects 
to alleviate water shortages in the world. They have 
already donated more than 1.2 Mio EUR.

EARTH Water was having trouble in the delivery of 
its goods. At EARTH Water there was no automatic 
system to deal with the packing slip. It was mainly 
manual/physical. Therefore, clients often received 
their invoices late.

Boozt24 is a company which finances working 
capital based on existing business and client 
relationships. Current invoices are attached to a 
platform. Client data is used to determine and 
adjust risk profiles in real time.

Boozt24 automated a relevant part of the invoicing 
process at EARTH Water. As soon as the factory 
generates a packing slip, this information is 
automatically sent into Boozt24's platform. An 
invoice is then created and sent directly based on 
this, which is as soon as the pallet is put into the 
truck. Before the truck is unloaded the client will 
already have received his invoice and is able to 
check it immediately. 

This newly implemented process saves a lot of 
money in the supply chain, mainly by cutting 
administration costs. In addition, the risk of error 
decreases since it is a straight flow.

boozt24.nl

Trade-receivables 
financing

€100 million financed

Euronext-listed
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CASH FLOW STABILIZATION FOR 

LOGISTICS SERVICE PROVIDER

Factuurvoldaan.nl

Invoice management

10 Employees

Benefits:
 Invoice amount

transferred to client
within 24 hours.

 Client determines
how often and how
many invoices are
sold

 Voldaan in charge of
debtor management

Arnoldus Logistiek is a Dutch Logistics company that 

owns and deploys trucks. Their clients, from across 

Europe, include shippers and transport companies. 

They specialize in transporting frozen and 

refrigerated goods, but also take care of regular 

commodities. Arnoldus Logistiek is digitally 

advanced for a logistics company, and all their 

trucks can be tracked at all times.

FactuurVoldaan purchases single invoices from their 

clients in the small- and medium-sized business 

sector. After Voldaan purchases an invoice from a 

client, the money relating to the invoice will be on 

the client’s account within twenty-four hours, 

reducing the term of payment to one day. Voldaan’s

logistics clients are often faced with long payment 

terms and yet they need to prepay a lot of expenses, 

such as gas. In this situation Voldaan makes sure 

that there is a stable cashflow within the enterprise. 

Due to the rapid growth of Arnoldus Logistiek and 

further growth expectations, the company could not 

pre-finance all their expenses with their own 

resources. Moreover, there are often payment 

delays throughout the supply chain. The company 

also stated that they wanted to press ahead to 

increase the revenue. By purchasing the invoices of 

Arnoldus Logistiek’s debtors for the driven rides, 

Voldaan provided them with a stable cashflow. 

Arnoldus Logistiek is still a client of Voldaan’s as of 

today.

arnolduslogistiek.nl

Transport

Turnover: €1.4M

“Factuur Voldaan is 
flexible, fast and reliable. 
They let me choose which
invoices I want to have 
paid fast, and they always
pay me within 24 hours”

Ted Arnoldus
DGA, Arnoldus Logistiek
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DIGITIZATION OF WAYBILLS 

IN FURNITURE DELIVERY

“We ended the test phase 
and we will implement 
once the software of our 
trucks is ready. Collect+Go
will save us a lot of time 
compared to the paper 
CMR workflow from office 
to truck to office. In 
addition, this process is 
much more secure“ 

Jan Hamers
Team Lead Transport, LeenBakker

Benefits:
 Efficiency gain of 5

minutes per docking
document

 Paperless process
 Improved returns

process

LeenBakker is a Dutch furniture retailer. They are 
responsible for shipping their furniture products to 
their customers. LeenBakker used a paper process for 
its waybills, which it wanted to modernize through 
means of digitization.

Collect + Go is a self-service platform for truck drivers. 
Logistics companies like LeenBakker issue their cargo 
information and accompanying documents to their 
truck drivers via the Collect + Go portal. Truck drivers 
can retrieve these documents from the app directly. 

The paper process for waybills by LeenBakker was 
outdated and inefficient. However, the data in this 
process is valuable. It enables logistics companies to 
speed up the truck handling process. Hence, the 
decision of digitizing this process was made with the 
goal of obtaining efficiency gains.

Collect + Go implemented its solution via a plug & 
play adoption model for LeenBakker, enabling the 
system to be operational within a few days of setting it 
up.

Collect + Go’s solution of digitally retrieving cargo 
documents allowed LeenBakker to reach efficiency 
gains of 5 minutes per docking moment. This 
paperless process also minimizes waste while 
improving returns processes.

www.leenbakker.nl

Furniture retailer

250 employees

www.collectgo.eu

Platform for truck drivers

24,000 waybills
generated for 13 
customers
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DIGITAL EXPENSE MANAGEMENT 

SOFTWARE FOR LOGISTICS 

EMPLOYEES ON THE ROAD

Schenker Logistics
Netherlands

www.dbschenker.nl

€ 540 million revenue (NL)

6,200 employees (fte) (NL)

22 locations (NL)

"Processing our travel 
expense receipts via 
Declaree improved the 
quality of this process 
tremendously. Declaree
helped us to get rid of all 
manual activities and have 
them replaced by a well 
automated process, giving us 
less mistakes, higher quality 
and shorter turnaround 
time.“

Peter Bak
Head of Shared Service Accounting 

DB Schenker Logistics

Benefits:
 600 Schenker

Logistics employees
use Declaree

 Time savings
 Cost savings
 Compliance

DB Schenker Logistics is an integrated logistics service 
provider, world leading with international supply chain 
management and logistics solutions, handling 
everything from logistics to customized shipping
solutions. DB Schenker Logistics is an autonomous
transport and logistics division of Deutsche Bahn. 
Worldwide they operate 2,000 locations and in the 
Netherlands alone, they operate a network of 22 
logistics centers and offices at 17 locations. 

Schenker Logistics Netherlands had approximately 600 
employees that were on the road daily. Whenever they 
had expenses, they had to save the receipt and stick it 
to a form and manually submit this when they would be 
in the office. This was a hassle for the employee,  as 
well as for the managers that had to approve the 
expenses and the financial administration because of 
all this paperwork.

Declaree is an expense management software solution 
that offers employees a smartphone app to digitize 
expenses on the go. Declaree implemented its solution 
for Schenker Logistics. This enables employees to save 
their expenses directly, and also submitting their 
expense reports directly from the smartphone app. 
Now, they can discard their receipts after digitizing 
them while they are on the road. The managers can 
approve all expenses online, and all approved 
expenses are automatically registered in the financial 
administration.

Benefits that Schenker Logistics gained from using 
Declaree’s services are time savings in handling, both 
for employee, manager and financial administration, 
which resulted in saving costs. Also, all receipts are 
stored digitally and no longer in file cabinets. This 
saves costs, but also makes Schenker Logistics more 
compliant with fiscal rulings (store and show all 
financial documents for 7 years).

Declaree

www.declaree.com

Expense management

14 employees
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